Presentation Clusters in Delphi

Aims

• To provide a forum for reporting back briefly and discussing project outcomes and, mainly, future projects and career developments with the OB/PT and other Diploma participants
• To provide a way for participants to assess the impact which the Diploma has had on their lives especially identifying changes in perspective, understanding and cross-cultural thinking related to their professional growth and development
• To provide a platform for participants to outline the steps which they will take once they have finished the Diploma

Methodology

Numbers in group: 4 or 5 in a group depending on numbers, 2 to 3 groups in total.

Members of group: clusters formed respecting diversity and balance

1. At Delphi, each Cluster group has a session of 4 hours (happening in parallel).

2. Participants work together with two members from OB/PT in 'presentation cluster groups' to share ideas about impacts of the different Diploma elements as well as other inputs and the perspectives they provide for participants’ professional evolution, personal development and involvement in cultural cooperation, networks and communities.

3. Key points will be drawn out of these sessions for reporting back to the group in the frame of a global evaluation discussion.